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“Not eradicated by enlightenment alone”:

Reinhold Niebuhr and the conflicted meaning
of racial factions in American civic life.
GIDEON MAILER - UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
This article assesses the association between ethnic identity and political factionalism in the thought of
Reinhold Niebuhr (1892-1971), the American theologian, ethical philosopher, public commentator,
and former professor at Union Theological Seminary. It is the first study to offer an extended
assessment of his interest in the political theory of James Madison, the chief architect of the US
Constitution. In doing so it sheds new light on the interaction – but also the dissonance - between
Niebuhr’s ideas on racial factionalism and the ideology of ‘colour-blind conservatism’ that developed in
the decades after his death. Niebuhr queried those who believed that federal institutions could
accomplish racial equality merely through top-down acts of legislation. However benevolent
governments seemed, he asserted, they were likely comprised of fallible individuals whose support for
racial equality masked more selfish interests. From the 1970s to the present day, some conservative
policy commentators have tried to use Niebuhr’s ideas in opposition to affirmative action and other
large-scale government initiatives, many of which are intended to impact positively against the
continuing disadvantages of African-American communities. Alongside their reading of Niebuhr, they
have tended to stress the necessary neutrality of government interventionism, as supposedly promoted by
America’s constitutional architects during the late-eighteenth century. A desire for neutrality, they
suggest, provides a framework to oppose any further state and federal initiatives in racial matters
following the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Yet in contrast to their ideology of colour-blind conservatism,
Niebuhr’s diagnosis of intractable race-pride did not require citizens to eschew the importance of state
and federal institutions in diminishing racial inequality. Partially influenced by his reading of
Madison on faction, Niebuhr suggested that the intractability of racial distinctions required continued
federal activity even after the legal dismantling of segregation; so as to channel ethnic tensions through
representative mechanisms, rather than simply wishing them away. During the last three decades,
color-blind conservatism has tended to eschew the radical implications in Niebuhr’s discussion of the
relationship between American government and ethnic factionalism.

The opinions of men, depending only on the evidence contemplated by their own
minds, cannot follow the dictates of other men….
James Madison, Memorial & Remonstrance, May 1785
Individual perfection is too often made an end in itself.
Martin Luther King, Jr, “Reinhold Niebuhr’s Ethical Dualism,” May 9, 1952
I love him [Niebuhr]. He’s one of my favorite philosophers…I take away the
compelling ideas that there’s serious evil in the world, and hardship and pain. And
we should be humble and modest in our belief we can eliminate those things. But
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we shouldn’t use that as an excuse for cynicism and inaction…not swinging from
naïve idealism to bitter realism.
Barack Obama, April 2007

INTRODUCTION
In Moral Man and Immoral Society (1932) Reinhold Niebuhr (1892-1971) outlined
his disillusionment with the optimism that inclined contemporary thinkers to attribute
goodwill to civic authorities. The influential American theologian, ethical philosopher,
public commentator, and professor at Union Theological Seminary suggested that the
human “ego force” merely magnified when individuals were concentrated in central
political authority. In many of his subsequent writings and commentaries Niebuhr
continued to deploy a Calvinistic conception of Original Sin; questioning liberal
assurance in the positive trajectory of American foreign and domestic affairs. On the
domestic front, for example, he queried whether federal institutions could further racial
equality through carefully designed forms of legislation. However benevolent
governments seemed, Niebuhr asserted, they were most likely comprised of fallible
individuals whose support for racial equality masked more selfish interests. “Race
pride”, Niebuhr argued in 1954, would dissipate more effectively in response to the
gradual “interaction between law and custom” in local communities - rather than from
centralized government directives. The latter, according to Niebuhr, risked inspiring a
white backlash against even slow acts of desegregation. Yet a decade later, Niebuhr
chided conservatives who used such knowledge to prevent any form of concerted
action from government legislation. He reminded Americans that pride could just as
easily be manifested among those who were “self-satisfied” in pointing out the
universality of sin. Their fatalistic vision, in his opinion, merely provided a convenient
justification for inaction in regard to the welfare of other men. 1
Despite questioning aspects of liberal optimism, therefore, the Niebuhrian
critique was not straightforwardly opposed to all forms of political activism – including
in matters of racial equality. It is thus unsurprising that the “long shadow” cast by
Niebuhr has encouraged much ambiguity and confusion in the “acrid dispute between
liberals and conservatives” during the post-Reagan era. As Arthur Schlesinger Jr.
pointed out in 1992, policy wonks of all stripes posthumously “claimed him” as their
own - whether they were opposed to or in favour of federal interventionism in
domestic and foreign affairs. Since Schlesinger’s statement, and particularly after the
election of Barack Obama, scholars and politicians have contributed to what has been
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described as a burgeoning “Niebuhr industry” in American public policy commentary,
not least in regard to race relations. Once again, they have debated whether Niebuhr
was liberal or conservative, pragmatic or idealistic, pessimistic or positive; and whether
he perceived such dichotomies as in some way false when they were related to
government legislation. 2
Since 2008, some conservative writers, politicians, and policy-makers have
frequently employed veiled racial allusions while referencing the political and moral
theories of Niebuhr. Opposing the “unintended consequences” of Obamacare and
other federal legislation, they have accused the President and “the liberal left” of
unrealistic optimism in their support for large-scale government initiatives, many of
which are intended to impact positively against the continuing disadvantages of
African-American communities. In censuring urban health and welfare policies as
tantamount to social engineering, they have incorporated critical ideas that first
appeared in resistance to affirmative action during the 1970s, and which also attempted
to use the philosophy of Niebuhr to provide intellectual and moral coherence. They
have questioned the motivation and efficacy of those who claim to redress socioeconomic imbalances through centrally-directed public policy (including Obamacare). 3
The contemporary ideology of “color-blind conservatism” does not deny the
ways in which segregation once connected the corrupt personal interests of a white
racial pride to the communal authority of government (through the notorious
discriminatory ‘Jim Crow’ racial legislation persisting in the southern states long after
the US Civil War). But in the decades following the 1964 Civil Rights Act, according to
its reasoning, specific racial interests have once again been attached to state and federal
authority through affirmative action and other legislation – what Niebuhr might have
defined as an ironically problematic consequence of government activism that
purported to promote a color-blind society. Opposing the (supposed) bias of
affirmative action in favour of African American vocational and educational interests,
conservative activists often use Martin Luther King’s religious sermons on racial
equality and colour blindness to support their agenda. They highlight his strong
influence by Niebuhr during the 1950s and 1960s in order to suggest his innate distrust
of all federal institutions and laws – whether segregated or not. 4
Alongside its (re)reading of Niebuhr and King, color-blind conservatism has
often reimagined the legacy of the Civil Rights movement through reference to the
American Founding. It has tended to stress the necessary neutrality of government
interventionism, as supposedly promoted by America’s constitutional architects during
the late-eighteenth century- particularly James Madison, chief architect of the US
Constitution. A desire for neutrality among American founders, color-blind
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conservatives suggest, provides a framework to oppose any further state and federal
initiatives in racial matters following the Civil Rights Act. 5
During the final years of the Obama administration, therefore, it is apposite to
examine the legacy of the association between ethnic identity and government
interventionism in Niebuhrian thought. Such an analysis will shed new light on the
interaction – but also the dissonance - between Niebuhr’s ideas on racial factionalism
and the ideology of colour-blind conservatism that has developed in the decades after
his death. Evaluating Niebuhr’s understanding of the historical relationship between
public policy and ethno-racial interest groups, this article then assesses its ambiguous
influence on conservative opposition to affirmative action and other federal policies up
to the present day. How in fact did Niebuhr link his vision of the American Founding,
and his religious philosophy, to the ideology of the Civil Rights movement? How have
modern conservative thinkers developed from this a rather different appreciation of the
relationship between American constitutional history, government activism, and racial
interest groups? Answering these two questions should provide a significant historical
dimension that we can use to better understand today’s dilemmas regarding the role of
central federal authority in redressing racial imbalances; not just through affirmative
action but also in other more general legislative areas.
NIEBURIAN THEOLOGY AND THE MADISONIAN FOUNDING
During the first half of the twentieth century, political analysts who advocated
the transformative power of the federal government often cast Thomas Jefferson as an
enlightened optimist. John Dewey, perhaps the archetypal “liberal reformist” thinker,
detected a hopeful vision of human cooperation in Jeffersonian philosophy – an
understanding that innate benevolence could be deployed in favor of concerted action
by legislative bodies. 6 Dewey described the author of the American Declaration of
Independence as “the most universal… human being of all his American and perhaps
European contemporaries” and appreciated him for “his faith in scientific advance as a
means of popular enlightenment and of social progress” while valuing his “belief in the
union of theory and experience – or practice”. He lauded Jefferson’s apparent trust in
the “will of the people as the moral basis of government” and avoided describing any
dichotomy between popular volition and the activities of those who worked in federal
institutions or enacted national laws. Dewey perceived “this deep-seated faith in the
people and their responsiveness to enlightenment properly presented…[as] the cardinal
element bequeathed by Jefferson to the American tradition”. He cast himself,
apparently like Jefferson, as a representative of “a moral idealism, not a dreamy
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utopianism”. His brand of liberalism has often been described as a branch of “social
gospel” activism – a means to funnel individual moral efforts into civic activities. 7
Dewey’s most prominent opponent was Reinhold Niebuhr, who questioned his
optimistic vision of that which governments and institutions could accomplish.
Niebuhr detected a disquieting continuity between twentieth-century social-gospel
theory and a particular strand of eighteenth-century enlightenment philosophy. As a
self-described polymath and sometime critic of orthodox Christianity, Jefferson
gravitated towards enlightenment theories, particularly those that emanated from
revolutionary France. Dewey’s attraction to Jefferson, according to Niebuhr,
represented “a typical and convenient example” of those who failed to recognize “the
power, extent and persistence of group egoism in human relations”. Rejecting Dewey’s
faith in the growing “intelligence” and developmental progress of federal institutions,
Niebuhr claimed that human sympathy was made “much more difficult, if not
impossible, for human societies and social groups” – including in their representative
political institutions. In “every human group there is less reason to guide and to check
impulse, less capacity for self-transcendence, less ability to comprehend the needs of
others and therefore more unrestrained egoism than the individuals, who compose the
group, reveal in their personal relationships.” 8
In his famous definition of democracy, in The Children of Light, Children of Darkness
(1944), Niebuhr suggested that “Man’s capacity for justice makes democracy possible;
but man’s inclination to injustice makes democracy necessary”. 9 Describing the political
model heralded by the American Founding, therefore, he further distinguished himself
from Dewey. The first clause in his statement, according to Patrick Deenan, expressed
his “democratic faith” in the potential of human political association. But potential
differed from actuality in his vision. Thus the second clause questioned the confidence
of those who believed that federal and civic institutions could harness the enlightened
sensibility of their constituents. 10 Niebuhr chided the “children of light” for their “naïve
form of democratic faith” that sought to forge “an identity between the individual and
the general interest”. They demonstrated “stupidity” in their “evolutionary hope” that
“human history is moving toward a form of rationality which will finally achieve a
perfect identity of self-interest and the public good”. Such a belief led Niebuhr to
conclude that excess optimism in the scope of government represented “a source of
peril to democratic society; for contemporary experience is refuting this optimism and
there is danger that it will seem to refute the democratic ideal as well.” 11
Thankfully, according to Niebuhr, the heritage of American constitutional
philosophy offered an alternative to the hubristic optimism of Jefferson (or at least as
Jefferson was depicted by Dewey and other Social Gospel theorists). Other political
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philosophers, particularly James Madison, offered modern Americans a more realistic –
and even Calvinistic – account of the human propensity to form into political factions;
manifestations of “group egoism” that contradicted the notion of universal human
benevolence. 12 In Federalist No.10, the essay which Madison used to defend his 1787
design for the US Constitution, he defined his conception of faction: “By a faction I
understand a number of citizens, whether amounting to a majority or minority of the
whole, who are united and actuated by some common impulse or passion, or of
interest, adverse to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate
interests of the community.’” 13 In Federalist 55, Madison wrote“[that] in all very
numerous assemblies, or whatever character composed, passion never fails to wrest the
scepter from reason.” 14 In his Irony of American History (1952) Niebuhr described his
own similar understanding of the association between factionalism and group-egoism,
lauding Madison for having adopted “Christian realism in the interpretation of human
nature…” 15
In Man’s Nature and His Communities (1965), Niebuhr suggested that “Madison was
the only one of the founding fathers who made a realistic analysis of both power and
interest from a political and democratic perspective. He was governed by a basic insight
of political realism, namely the “intimate relation” between reason and self-love. He did
not propose to suppress faction but to manage it, because he wisely realized that the
price of liberty was the free play of interests in collective terms.” And so, “in America,
the revolution” was partially “saved from Lockean principles, which were its original
inspiration, not only by many historical factors but also by…[the eventually legacy] of
such moderate realists as James Madison...” 16
Niebuhr suggested that the “Christian attitude” toward government – one that
stressed human depravity – demanded a Madisonian conception of “political order as a
vast realm of mutually dependent and conflicting powers” which in turn called for “the
specific equilibria of forces”. 17 “Madison”, Niebuhr pointed out, “feared the potential
tyranny of government as much as Jefferson; but he understood the necessity of
government much more… [Madison’s] Constitution projects the citizen against abuses
of government, not so much by keeping government weak as by introducing the
principle of balance of power into government”. 18 As he summarized elsewhere, the
“faith of modern man contains two related articles: the idea of progress and the idea of
perfectibility of man. The latter is frequently the basis of the former article. Man is
regarded as indeterminately perfectible because it is not understood that every growth
of human freedom may have evil as well as virtuous consequences… This essential
religion of modernity is no less “dogmatic” for being implicit rather than explicit, and it
is no more true for being arrayed in the panoply of science.” 19 Towards the end of his
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life, therefore, Niebuhr suggested that liberal democracies had become “too Lockean,
rationalistic, and voluntaristic to understand that statesmanship must rely primarily on a
rational manifestation of the subrational loyalties of men [as once defined by Madison,
and corroborated by Calvinist philosophy]”. 20
NIEBUHR AND THE INTRACTIBILITY OF RACIAL FACTIONS IN
AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONALISM
Having acknowledged that the “latent causes of faction” were “sown in the
nature of man”, Madison recommended balancing subjective interest groups against
each other. He sought to harness rather than deny their negative traits, allowing equal
and opposing egos to check each other, chiefly through the formation of a House of
Representatives. Yet as Niebuhr noted in 1965, in an attempt to synthesize his
constitutional and moral ideas from the previous two decades, Madison “did not
anticipate that Western democracies would organize their procedures through the very
‘factions’ or parties, which the Founding Fathers so much abhorred”. Parties, in his
view, had become problematic in their formal attachment to central governance and in
their unrealistic desire to order, simplify and enlighten factional interests. 21
Since the nineteenth century, according to Niebuhr, the entrenchment of white
ethnic identity in parties had worked to undermine the Madisonian constitutional
equilibrium. As he developed his interest in the political theory of the American
Founding, therefore, he considered the vexing role of race in the history of American
democracy. From as early as 1942, he defined ethnic discrimination as a communal
manifestation of individual “race-pride”. The “collective activity” of racism was
intrinsically immoral because it crystallized the subjective pride of white Americans.
“[R]ace bigotry” was “in short, one form of original sin. Original sin is something
darker and more terrible than mere stupidity and is therefore not eradicated by
enlightenment alone...” 22 Racism, Niebuhr argued in his 1944 work on The Children of
Light and the Children of Darkness, resulted from the tragic illusion of communal selfdefinition: white individuals purported to align themselves with a broader shared
identity so that the “particular crime of the Negroes is that they diverge too obviously
from type. They are black.” From the nineteenth century through to the mid-twentieth
century, in such an analysis, different ethnic factions were not represented in equal and
opposing forces. Rather, civic institutions became manifestly aggregated towards one
particular ethnic group identity - the white communal interest. Thus, as Niebuhr
continued to point out through the 1950s, American constitutionalism had failed to
harness the necessary chaos of competing egoism. The collective enlargement of white
ethnic pride had been sufficient to override the Madisonian competition of interests in
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government; so large that the marginalization of African-Americans had come to
dominate legislative discourse. 23
Niebuhr’s growing awareness of racial discrimination, and his Calvinist
perception that it was rooted in sinful egoism, led him to critique white liberal
optimism regarding the improvement of Civil Rights through government activism. In
as early as 1928, in fact, he had used his essay on “The Confession of a Tired Radical”
to highlight “the bigotries and prejudices” of white liberals who purported to oppose
racial discrimination. He associated “racial arrogance” with “an undue amount of race
pride”. While “not a unique Nordic sin” the (white) majority retained the capacity to
“indulge its arrogance more freely” even when ostensibly in favor of civil rights. White
liberals, according to Niebuhr, paid lip-service to equality without considering the
immutability of human pride. In doing so, they failed to understand the intractability of
racial conflict in America. He cautioned them for believing that a few acts of legislation
could create a color-blind community. Notwithstanding their tentative support for civil
rights, Niebuhr claimed that they, like “all groups, religious and racial, tend to preserve
their self-respect by adopting contemptuous attitudes toward other groups and to
express their appreciation of their own characteristic culture by deprecating that of
others”. 24
Civic activism, according to Niebuhr, placed necessary pressure on government
to represent a wider body of competing interests. Thus he avoided imagining racial and
cultural neutrality in the political process, in the way of liberal “utopianism.” Rather, his
realistic philosophy pressured federal institutions to incorporate more ethno-cultural
groups in their combative deliberate frameworks: pressure to implement a process of
“managed anarchy” that was never static or terminal. 25 The principle of government as
“an organizing center within a given field of social vitalities” was on a “higher plane of
moral sanction and social necessity than the balance of power.” 26 And so Niebuhr
sought to reconcile the inevitability of “race-pride” with a Madisonian framework of
central governance. He recommended binding “children of darkness” into authority
even while they espoused widely differing notions of ethno-racial identity. Continued
activism necessarily pressured governments to harness the competition between diverse
ethnic and cultural interests; rather than allowing any one subjective faction to
dominate over another, or relying on the flawed ideal of neutral governance. 27
Niebuhr’s ambivalence towards liberal political optimism even led him to
question the importance of the June 1954 Brown v. Board of Education Supreme
Court case, in which the Court declared state laws establishing separate public schools
for black and white students to be unconstitutional. Responding to a second Brown
ruling, which settled for “all deliberate speed” in implementing the 1954 decision,
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Niebuhr wrote a controversial essay titled “A Theologian’s Comments on the Negro in
America”. He did not deny that the Brown decision was necessary to remove an
egregious instance of racial segregation. But he also wondered whether liberals were
overly optimistic in regard to the power of federal interventions, and whether they
overlooked potential “unintended consequences”. As an entrenched manifestation of
sinful egoism, according to Niebuhr, “race pride” might dissipate more effectively in
response to the gradual “interaction between law and custom” in local communities rather than due to centralized directives from afar. The latter risked inspiring a backlash
that would negate the positive steps put in place by the Brown decision. 28

MISREADING MADISON? COLOR BLIND CONSERVATISM AFTER
NIEBUHR
In The Irony of American History, Niebuhr predicted that well-to-do Americans
would use “Jeffersonian” ideology to oppose the New Deal alliance between poorer
workers, African-Americans, and interventionist federal institutions. Jefferson, after all,
had castigated Federalists during the 1790s for centralizing government rather than
trusting in the enlightened benevolence of local state actors. Niebuhr made his
observation in order to show the unintended trajectory of subjective human ideas:
Jeffersonianism had been adapted to support Dewey’s optimism regarding the role of
government in promoting social equality, yet could easily be appropriated by
conservative pessimists. 29 Several strands of modern conservatism have indeed
championed the Jeffersonian legacy in order to promote a shift of power away from
centralized government towards independent private citizens in the local sphere.
Niebuhr himself has often been appropriated towards the same cause. 30
From the 1970s to the present day, for example, conservative public policy
commentators have often referenced Niebuhr alongside Martin Luther King when
making the case against the perceived threat of affirmative action. Thirty five years after
Niebuhr published Moral Man and Immoral Society, the former civil rights activist William
Bennet delivered a lecture at the conservative Heritage Foundation. Speaking in
November 1993, Bennet was introduced to his audience as a man who had been
“persecuted in 1968 by conservatives and by liberals in the 1990s” merely for arguing
that “America should be a colour-blind society in which we do not discriminate or give
preference based on race.” The introduction continued: “Bill Bennett was beaten up
for holding these views in Mississippi in 1968. Today, when he expresses the same
views, he is sharply criticized by race-conscious liberals from the Northeast and
Midwest. Meanwhile black and white conservatives in Mississippi are now joining
forces on issues such as prayer in the schools.” Liberals were portrayed as dividing
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contemporary America as had an earlier generation of conservatives. Both, according to
the introduction, advocated race consciousness. Bennet continued on this theme, using
a Niebuhrian vocabulary to highlight his own “ironic situation.” Pointing out that
Christian piety enabled unity between blacks and whites, he suggested to his audience
that “Martin Luther King” did “pretty well [with] Reinhold Niebuhr” as a model to
remind him of the dangers posed by government-sanctioned racial preferencing. 31
Bennet claimed to remind modern liberals of King’s “conservative” colourblindness, as partially inspired by Niebuhr - a “moral obligation” to limit federal welfare
initiatives that were deemed to favor one group over another. Walter Williams, an
economist and libertarian, made a similar argument in 1993: “[civil rights organizations]
once part of a proud struggle have now squandered their moral authority. They are little
more than race hustlers championing a racial spoils system. They no longer seek fair
play and a colour-blind society; their agenda is one of group rights where quota is king
and colour-blindness is viewed with contempt. Today’s civil rights organizations differ
only in degree, but not in kind, from white racist organizations past and present.” Ward
Connerly, a leading proponent of California’s Proposition 209, claimed in 1997 to
“fight to get the nation back on the journey that Dr. King laid out.” The proposition
sought to ban affirmative action in public universities. All three figures used reasoning
that was ostensibly similar to Niebuhr in his earlier critique of “group egoism”. In
doing so, they distinguished modern government initiatives from the supposedly
“colour-blind” legacy of King. Government action in historically black communities,
they argued, violated a standard of “race-neutrality” that was set by King in his desire
to restore American constitutionalism to its founding ideals. 32
Through the first decade of the twenty-first century and into the present era, a
number of conservative politicians and commentators have appropriated King in
similar ways. In 2003, for example, George W. Bush addressed the First Baptist Church
in Landover, Maryland. He lauded the benefits of local religious initiatives over federal
interventionism, invoking the “colour-blind” legacy of the Civil Rights leader. 33 A
month later, writing under his own name, Bush’s speechwriter David Frum emphasized
the importance of neutral racial policies and the limitation of affirmative action.
Rejecting the notion that equality was contingent on radical changes wrought by federal
policy, he highlighted what he viewed to be the conservative legacy of the civil rights
movement. The movement, in his opinion, had approached social change in the way of
the eighteenth-century American founders:
We can forgive George Washington and James Madison and Thomas Jefferson
for founding a slave-holding republic precisely because we know that the republic
abolished slavery, and we can forgive Martin Luther King for consorting with
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Communists because we know that the Communists’ hopes to use civil rights to
upend the free-market system were thwarted… In the case of the civil-rights
movement, the country accepted what was acceptable (the demand for full legal
equality between the races) and rejected what was unacceptable (the demands for
a radical redistribution of wealth). That’s how progress proceeds.

According to influential factions of the later Civil Rights movement, true equality
in African-American communities required institutional mechanisms in the economic
and civic sphere to be overhauled fundamentally. Frum opposed the radicalism
inherent in such a conclusion. The eventual abolition of slavery in the nineteenth
century, he pointed out, returned Americans to their founding ideals of liberty and
neutrality without requiring every aspect of American civic life to be overturned.
Similarly, the Civil Rights movement permitted the entrenchment of racial equality
without maintaining its flirtation with “Communists” who demanded fundamental
restructuring of American economic institutions – so that the country eventually
“accepted what was acceptable…and rejected what was unacceptable”. And so Frum
sought to demonstrate “the way in which new ideas get integrated into the national life
precisely by evolving into new and more conservative forms that all Americans can
accept after the fact.” 34
Frum appropriated a notion of colour-blindess while circumventing more
“radical” aspects of King’s civic vision. By invoking the “universal” morality of the
American Founding he wrestled away the legacy of the Civil Rights Movement from
those who sought societal change through the restructuring of federal institutions, and
who regarded “themselves as the movement’s true inheritors”. Carolyn Garris, Program
Coordinator in the Center for American Studies at the Heritage Foundation, used
similar reasoning in a 2006 policy document she authored. “In a nation divided by
cultural diversity”, Garris argued, “conservatives defend and celebrate the
characteristics that we share as Americans” by opposing affirmative action. As America
apparently drifted “from the ideas and ideals of the Founders, conservatives stand with
King as believers that the principles of the American Founding are as relevant today as
in 1776.” In opposing the federal government for favouring one ethnic group over
another (in her opinion) only conservatives could provide true “unity” between
citizens. Racial justice, in such an account, would follow gradual developments that
were “expressed in our social interactions…[so as to harness] a morally-informed sense
of social obligation” among individuals rather than as a result of top-down government
legislation. According to Garris, conservatives reasserted ideals that had once been
promoted by Civil Rights leaders and moral thinkers, including Niebuhr and King. 35
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In justifying a gradualist approach to racial equality, then, conservative readings
of the American Founding have privileged the primacy of legislative power during the
era of Madison, but not thereafter. They have found room to support the 1964 Civil
Rights Act only by defining its relationship with earlier constitutional ideals, redrawn
from the late-eighteenth century. Unlike modern politicians, apparently, the founders
were enlightened enough to instill the provisions of a colour-neutral constitutional
framework. By removing racial segregation, according to such an analysis, the Civil
Rights Act restored American constitutionalism without setting a precedent for further
federal interventionism.
Yet by describing the American Founding as somehow enlightened in its
approach to neutral representation, the rhetoric of conservative color-blindness has
departed from the Madisonian emphasis in Niebuhr’s political theology. It has tended
to oversimplify or eschew his definition of intractable racial inequality. Niebuhr
certainly claimed that liberal optimism overestimated the capacity for government to
create a race-neutral society. But in questioning optimism, he did not necessarily require
opposition to all subsequent forms of government activism, including in the sphere of
racial representation. It is likely that Niebuhr would have objected to such an
association in the modern era; not least in the way that the legacies of the American
Founding and the Civil Rights movement have been dually appropriated.
Niebuhr’s response to the 1954 Brown ruling provided fodder for AfricanAmerican critics of white Protestants, whom they accused of advocating gradualism
rather than any radical intervention against segregation. Yet his diagnosis of intractable
race-pride did not usually require citizens to eschew the importance of state and federal
intervention in racial matters. His Brown comments, in fact, were more concerned with
puncturing the excess optimism of white liberalism than in advocating gradualism or
localism as a primary agenda in all spheres of civil rights. Societal institutions, Niebuhr
argued through the 1960s, transformed more slowly than the laws they produced
because they incorporated proud and intractable human beings in their daily activities,
even after momentous acts of legislation. On the one hand, Niebuhr noted in his 1964
statement on “the struggle for justice”, “[s]ome of us are beginning to realize that the
struggle for justice for our Negro citizens is a long and hard one; that even the
enactment into law of the civil rights bill will not solve all our problems.” 36 On the
other hand, he also reminded Americans that pride could be manifested among those
who were “self-satisfied” in pointing out the universality of sin. Their fatalistic vision,
in his opinion, merely provided a convenient justification for inaction in regard to the
welfare of other men. At one point Niebuhr argued, “When the mind is not confused
by utopian illusions it is not difficult to recognize genuine achievements of justice and
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to feel under obligation to defend them against the threats of tyranny and the negation
of justice.” Niebuhr continued: “We are in for not only a long hard summer but for
decades of social revolution.” 37
Portraying a continuous struggle between citizens and their governing authorities,
therefore, Niebuhr did not abjure the importance of federal activity altogether. Rather,
citizens would continually seek to influence state and federal institutions from the
bottom upwards. Those institutions would be pressured to incorporate a more equal
struggle between competing racial actors; between those who continued to espouse their
white privilege in tacit ways and those who sought to reassert African-American group
interests. 38
According to Niebuhr, the Madisonian system of American government had
been forged to incorporate differing (even clashing) human identities in its working
framework. Such a chaotic process, in his estimation, actually profited from the
partiality of its constituent parts - ethnic or otherwise. Overarching neutrality was
gained by harnessing - rather than denying - the diverse, subjective, and even corrupt
interests of competing groups on the federal level. The governing process would
function, ironically, when it incorporated a balance between contentious interests. It
could never be truly color-blind because racial identity, like other aspects of the egoforce, remained as an unfortunate manifestation of flawed humanity. It was precisely
the intractability of racial distinction, Niebuhr argued, that required continued federal
activity even after the legal dismantling of segregation; so as to channel rather than simply
wish away remaining tensions between various ethno-cultural interests. Without
concerted action to incorporate new ethnic groups into the governing process - even
after monumental acts of legislation - white egoism would dominate the civic agenda at
the expense of a more complex counterpoise between competing ethnic identities. 39
Indeed, by acknowledging the likely continuation of racial inequality in the
socioeconomic sphere, irrespective of legislative acts, Niebuhr’s Madisonian
understanding of innate factionalism anticipated the more radical agenda that Martin
Luther King would later adopt (and even the ideas of the subsequent Black Power
movement). 40 In his 1963 book Why Can’t We Wait, King suggested that racial justice
would not merely be achieved through a single measure of legislative equality:
“Whenever the issue [of engineering racial equality] is raised, some of our friends recoil
in horror. The Negro should be granted equality they agree, but should ask for nothing
more. On the surface, this appears reasonable, but is not realistic. For it is obvious that
if a man enters the starting line of a race three hundred years after another man, the
first would have to perform some incredible feat to catch up.” 41 There is a strong case,
even, that King had influenced Niebuhr’s greater radicalism during the 1960s, rather
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than vice versa. In 1960, Niebuhr referenced the “model” of orthodox theology and
social activism set by King in explaining “how my mind has changed”. In 1966 Niebuhr
described King as “the most creative Protestant, black or white.” 42 As Mat McCorkle
has recently argued, while a number of scholars “have debated the influence of the
1930s radical Niebuhr on King, all sides of the Niebuhr debate need to appreciate the
leftward push of King on the 1960s Niebuhr”. 43
Ralph Luker has reminded us that Niebuhr and King both relied “on a distinction
between the ‘optimism’ of Northern white liberal allies of the civil rights movement
and the ‘hope’ of its Southern African-American leadership.” The Calvinistic
perception of “hope” knew “what the evidence says about human nature…that
tomorrow is likely to be a troubled day; that there is little obvious reason to be
optimistic. But it kn[ew] something greater than that…that there is a power that makes
a way out of no way [thanks to the future potential of divine grace]…a crucial
distinction.” 44 King, echoing Niebuhr, thus distinguished between “hope” and the
“unwarranted optimism concerning man… [that] leaned unconsciously toward selfrighteousness”. 45
King’s distinction between hope and optimism, indeed, reflected an ironic
continuity that had earlier developed between Dewey and Niebuhr, the supposed
antagonists. As Patrick Deneen has noted, at the conclusion of Moral Man and Immoral
Society Niebuhr wrote in a redemptive tone that appeared to depart from the hardheaded analysis that preceded it, portending his lifetime belief that realism could inform
idealism and serving as a “benchmark first statement of a refurbished optimism.”
Having “rid [ourselves] of some of our illusions,” Niebuhr sounded “a Deweyan note:
We can no longer buy the highest satisfactions of the individual life at the expense of
social injustice. We cannot build our individual ladders to heaven and leave the total
human enterprise unredeemed of its excesses and corruptions. In the task of that
redemption the most effective agents will be men who have substituted some new
illusions for the abandoned ones. The most important of these illusions is that the
collective life of man can achieve perfect justice. It is a very valuable illusion for the
moment; for justice cannot be approximated if the hope of its perfect realization does
not generate a sublime madness in the soul.” 46
As a dialectical thinker, of course, Niebuhr did not jettison Christian realism for
purely hopeful optimism. Rather, he claimed that an initial sense of disillusionment was
a necessary impetus for constructing the later illusion of hope in future redemption.
Dewey distinguished himself from Niebuhr by eschewing the dialectical importance of
an orthodox understanding of sin. He recommended instead that humans become “reillusioned” away from the “disillusionment to which traditional religion inclines us.” As
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Daniel Rice has noted, nonetheless, Niebuhr and Dewey still shared a little more in
common than they were ever likely to acknowledge. Both concluded that humankind at
least required an illusion of hope to counter the lazy fatalism that misunderstood the
former as akin to naked optimism. Niebuhr’s orthodox Calvinism thus described the
limits of worldly human perfectionism, yet also claimed that the most “realistic”
Christian assessment of human limitations was ironically flawed: it was too confident in
the innate ability of humans to predict the trajectory of provenance, however negative
the prediction might have been. Even while realism portended problematic outcomes
in human moral affairs, its rejection of limitless human agency was itself over-reaching
in its perceptual confidence. 47
In the present era, contrary to the ideology of conservative colour-blindness, a
radical and even interventionist federal agenda could be supported by the subtle
distinction between “hope” and mere optimism. Cornel West has raised the importance
of such a difference in a recent discussion of the relationship between racial identity,
Nieburhian philosophy, and the continuing democratic and legislative struggle since the
1990s:
Hope…has nothing to do with optimism...There is simply not enough evidence to
infer that things are going to get better. That has been the perennial state and
condition of not simply black people in America, but all self-conscious human
beings who are sensitive to the forms of evil around them. We can be prisoners of
hope even as we call optimism into question. To be part of the democratic
tradition is to be a prisoner of hope. And you cannot be a prisoner of hope
without engaging in a form of struggle in the present moment that keeps the best
of the past alive. To engage in struggle means that one is always willing to
acknowledge that there is no triumph around the corner, but that you persist
because you believe it is right and just and moral.

As a contemporary African-American ethicist and public policy commentator,
West has often drawn inspiration from Niebuhr in his response to the present state of
racial inequality – including in a forward to a new addition of Niebuhr’s Moral Man and
Immoral Society. Spirituality, according to West, “requires an experience of something
bigger than our individual selves that binds us to a community” – “hope” in future
improvement, despite the bleak egoism of the present state. Such an agenda, according
to West, ought to drive citizens to pressure the federal government to redress racial
inequality through public policy, long after the ostensible dismantling of segregation. 48
As West’s insight makes clear, “hope” in the scope of government interventionism
need not presuppose an entirely positive view of human nature from a moral
perspective.
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In a discussion of Niebuhr during his first election campaign, Barack Obama
made a similar observation to West in order to question conservative critiques of
federal interventionism:
I love him [Niebuhr]. He’s one of my favorite philosophers…I take away the
compelling ideas that there’s serious evil in the world, and hardship and pain. And
we should be humble and modest in our belief we can eliminate those things. But
we shouldn’t use that as an excuse for cynicism and inaction. I take away… the
sense we have to make these efforts knowing they are hard, and not swinging
from naïve idealism to bitter realism. 49

The election of America’s first black president has been hailed as the culmination
of a struggle that began during the era of the Civil Rights movement – a period that
coincided with the career of Niebuhr. When intellectual historians consider the
philosophical legacy of America’s first black president, indeed, they might draw a
comparison with the political theology that had once united Niebuhr and Dewey.
Commentators have already begun to observe that Obama’s mixture of pragmatism
and idealism draws from the often unnoticed continuities between the two moral
thinkers. In Reading Obama (2010) Kloppenberg notes that when “Niebuhr criticized
Dewey for overlooking the propensity of humans to self-interest, he was not
repudiating the egalitarian principles that both of them shared and that both of them
derived (as least originally, in Dewey’s case) from the Christian law of love”. Niebuhr
wanted “only to remind Dewey that power must be met with power, in the domestic
sphere as in the international sphere.” 50
During the latter part of his career, mirroring the growing social radicalism of
King, Niebuhr posited the need for continued political activism to confront ethnic
distinctions. Those distinctions, he increasingly claimed, were likely to remain long after
the ostensible dismantling of segregation. Partially influenced by his reading of Madison
on the civic influence of political factions, his diagnosis of intractable race-pride did not
require citizens to eschew the importance of state and federal institutions in
diminishing racial inequality. It was precisely the intractability of racial distinction,
Niebuhr argued, that required continued federal activity even after the legal dismantling
of segregation; so as to channel ethnic tensions through representative mechanisms,
rather than simply wishing them away. During the last three decades, color-blind
conservatism has tended to eschew the radical implications in Niebuhr’s discussion of
the relationship between American government and ethnic factionalism. Like Niebuhr
and King before him, conversely, Obama has not discounted the complex role of
“hope and change” through government intervention and public policy initiatives –
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including those that target particular ethnic and urban communities; even while political
actors continue to confirm the Madisonian conception of inherent factionalism and
competing interests.
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